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ABSTRACT. - We give a Hilbert space picture of a novel probabilistic
interpretation of the classical heat equation, realizing an idea of Schrodin-
ger. By this we also obtain an Euclidean version of non relativistic
Quantum Mechanics, distinct from the one obtained using the Feynman-
Kac formula.

RESUME. 2014 Nous donnons une version Hilbertienne d’une nouvelle
interpretation probabiliste de 1’equation classique de la chaleur, ce qui
realise une idee de Schrodinger. Nous obtenons aussi une version Eucli-
dienne de la Mecanique Quantique non relativiste distincte de celle obtenue
par la f ormule de Feynman-Kac.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The general problem considered in this paper concerns the relation
between non-relativistic quantum mechanics and classical probability
theory.
The unusual nature of these relations has been remarked since the

beginning of quantum mechanics. In the fifties, R. Feynman [1] gave a
remarkable heuristic description of non-relativistic (and relativistic) quan-
tum theory in which the nature of the relations between probability theory
and quantum mechanics is taken into account more directly than in other
formulations. In the non-relativistic case, his theory was dealing directly
with the Schrodinger equation. It has been quickly recognized, thanks to
M. Kac [2], that it is technically much easier, especially when the interac-
tions are singular, t6 deal with the corresponding heat equation, in which
the time is regarded as "purely imaginary". This point of view is called
Euclidean because, in the relativistic case, the Poincare symmetry group
of the theory is transformed into the Euclidean group.
The Feynman-Kac formula, which is an explicit probabilistic representa-

tion of the integral operator e-tH, t ~ 0, for H= 2014 - A+V the self-adjoint
quantum mechanical Hamiltonian on L2 ( (~d), and the theory associated
to it, have been regarded, since the midsixties, as the natural Euclidean
framework to be generalized in quantum field theory. This paper describes
a quite different non-relatistic Euclidean version of quantum mechanics,
whose relations with this theory are closer than in the previous approach
via Feynman-Kac formula. It involves a new class of probability measures,
whose construction has been suggested by an unfortunately forgotten idea
of Schrodinger [3-4].
The organization of the present paper is the following:
Chapter 2 describes the construction of the Hilbert spaces associated

with our approach. They are one-parameter families of Hilbert spaces
resulting from the completion of subspaces of with respect to
scalar products suggested by the probabilistic interpretation.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the construction of the most basic operators
(observables) on these Hilbert spaces. They are densely defined, normal
operators (mostly self-adjoint), whose definition is very close to the quan-
tum mechanical ones.

The analytical description of the dynamics of the theory is described in
Chapter 4, and is summarized in the coexistence of an ( Euclidean) Heisen-
berg picture in which the observables evolve in time according to the
(Euclidean) Heisenberg equation, and an (Euclidean) Schrodinger picture
corresponding to the solutions of the heat equation in our Hilbert space.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique



261EUCLIDEAN QUANTUM MECHANICS

The new resulting framework is called Euclidean quantum mechanics [4].
We devote the Chapter 5 to the investigation of the regularity conditions
needed for our approach. They involve only conditions on the potential
V, i. e. on the physical forces acting on the system, and boundary condi-
tions for the dynamics. The class of allowed potential V is rather large: it
describes most of the forces of physical interest.

Chapter 5 describes the probabilistic interpretation of Euclidean quan-
tum mechanics, valid for cones of positive vectors in the Hilbert spaces.
It involves a new class of diffusion processes, the Bernstein processes,
associated in a natural way to the considered solutions of the heat equa-
tion. The most notable particularity of these processes is to be time-

symmetric (in general not stationary). The existence and uniqueness of the
underlying probability measure is provided by the construction.
The physical relevance of these Bernstein diffusions is founded on the

fact that their moments ( the "Schwinger Functions")

continued analytically in the variable tj to i03C4j, j=1 to n, yield the quantum
mechanical expectation values

when . I . )2 is the scalar product in the Hilbert space of quantum
. mechanics and Q the position operator. This holds not only when ‘~ is

the vacuum state but also when ’P is any other (regular) solution of the
underlying Schrodinger equation.
A short chapter ( Chapter 7) summarizes the comparison with quantum

mechanics in order to shed more light on the nature of the classical

analogy proposed here.
At last, Chapter 8 is a brief review both of the origin of Euclidean

quantum mechanics and of the main alternative approaches of the relations
between quantum physics and probability theory. We hope that it will

help the reader to better understand the spirit of the present attempt.
Since the dynamical content of the theory has already been investigated

in probabilistic terms ( [ 12], [4]) the present paper focuses on the analytical
counterpart of this dynamics, and the probabilistic results are mostly
expository. The reader should consult [33] for a more detailed presentation
of this part of the theory.

Vol. 49, n° 3-1989.



262 S. ALBEVERIO, K. YASUE AND J. C. ZAMBRINI

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE HILBERT SPACES

Let us consider the Schrodinger equation on dx) --_ L2 ( (~d), the
Hilbert space of square integrable complex-valued functions over IRd,

for an initial condition 03C8(x,0)=~(x) in the domain D (H) of H in 
H is the Hamiltonian, realized as a lower bounded self-adjoint operator

on and a is understood as strong derivative in L2 (!Rd).
a~

That H is lower bounded means that there exists a finite real number

eo such that  W I H W)2 ~ eo  W I W)2 f or all B)/ in EØ (H), where  . ~ . ~ 2
denotes the inner product in linear on the right.

In the situation of N nonrelativistic particles interacting through a
potential V (a real valued measurable function over one has d = s N,

H is a self-adjoint extension with ð. the La p lacian in tR~,

- 1 /a + V is understood in the sense of form sums or in the sense of
2

operator sum provided suitable assumptions on V are satisfied.
Many sufficient conditions for this are known, e. g. V = V 1 + V 2’ c __ V1

in for some number c &#x3E; oo, V2 form-bounded with respect to

Ho = - ! 2 ð., with domain q} (Ho) = H2. 1 (M~) ( the Sobolev space of g eneral-
ized functions with square integrable derivatives), and with bound strictly
less than 1. For example, for d = 3, we can take with V3 in
the Rollnik class and V4 in L 00 (tR~). (See e. g. [5]. ) Under such conditions,

H is uniquely defined by closure of the form sum of - 10 and V on

More generally, H could be defined using Dirichlet forms, see
e. g. ([5], [6], [34]). Much of what we shall do in this paper is independent
of the particular way H is obtained. From now on, unless stated otherwise,
H will be any self-adjoint lower bounded operator.
From the spectral theorem for unbounded self-adjoint operators we

have, the spectral family of H,

The solution of the initial value problem (2.1), with x E ~ (H), can be
written

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique



263EUCLIDEAN QUANTUM MECHANICS

Since H is bounded below by eo, the functional calculus also shows that
U(T) can be analytically continued in the time parameter to a self-adjoint
semigroup on denoted by T (t), te[0, 00 [, for r= -~

bounded o in norm by e-teo.
Let, 

well defined for a. e. x and all t.
We have

11: solves the initial value problem for the heat equation on in
[0, 00[, if, as before, ~e~(H). In other words

(~) If H is of the form H = - ! A + V with e. g. V bounded
below, continuous, and ~ in !Ø (H) then 03C8~(x, t), given by (2.3),is in !Ø (H) n and this pointwise solution of (2.1) can be analytically
continued, t -~T=t, to a pointwise solution T~(x, t) of (2.5).

(~) Here and in the following, the * of 11: should not be confused with
the operation of taking complex conjugate, which will be denoted by -.
Let T &#x3E; 0 be fixed. Let 3( in L2 ([Rd) be such that x is an analytic vector

~p 00

for H with convergence radius T (C/: [7]), in the sense that X E n 
00 

2 n=l

Here 11.//2 means
the norm 
We call D(e(T/2)H) the set of all such vectors 3(. A vector 03C8 in L 2 ([Rd) is

called an entire vector for H if I d"  00 for all real ~
~=o ~!

We call E(H) the set of all entire vectors for H. Let
EO (H) == U EH([ -K, -K]). Then E(H) c !Ø(e(T/2)H) and 
is dense in A fortiori E(H) and D(e(T/2)H) are dense in 

Vol. 49, nO 3-1989.
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We observe that for x we have, for any t in I, that

is a well defined element of L~(t~), with norm bounded by

~ 1111H"x112  00.
M=0 "’

It is natural to write

because of (2.6).

Notice that for H== 2014 - A+V with V a smooth Fourier transform of a
2

bounded measure, e. g., t) is the pointwise analytic continuation of
(x) for ’t in M, t=fT, 0 ~ t~ T/2 (see for example, [32]). etH, t~ 0,

is a semigroup of unbounded self-adjoint operators defined on the dense
invariant of Of course, e-tH, t ~ 0, is a bounded self-
adjoint semigroup on L 2 ((Rd)! Clearly, for t) solves
the backward heat equation

in the strong L2-sense.
We remark that x is in ~ (e~T~2~ H) implies that 3( is in ~ (e~T~2~ H). Later

on, we shall see that it is natural to consider the pair of vectors ~-~(., t),
~x ( . , t) in for t in I and x 

Let us suppose, as an example, that H = - ! 2 A + V, with V such that H
is well defined and has a pure point spectrum, with {Pj}~={0}U~ a
complete orthonormal system of real eigenfunctions of H, and eigenvalues
Ej (the reality of the Pj is not a restriction, H being self-adjoint). The
assumptions are satisfied e. g. when V is in lower bounded, and
V (x) -+ + 00 for see e. g. [5], XIII. 67, for more general condi-
tions.

00

We have x== Z for with convergence in hence the
j=o

above mentioned condition is satisfied if the a~ satisfy,
00 00

besides ~ ~  oo, also ~ ~  oo .

j=O j=o

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique



265EUCLIDEAN QUANTUM MECHANICS

00

On the other hand, x belongs to ~ ( H)  oo.

j=O

In this case, ( 2.4) respectively ( 2. 6) read

and

with convergence in for any t in I.

By the orthogonality of the spectral family, we have for any 3( in

~(~T/2)H)

where cr(H) is the spectrum of H. In particular, 0 in ~ (e~T~2&#x3E; H),

Clearly, is, in general, different from

~~~22. Also, if H is of the Schrödinger form -1 20394+V with V, say,

bounded and continuous, 7~ 0 a. e. for 0 a. e. as seen e. g. by
the Lie-Trotter formula, hence ~~*~~22 &#x3E; 0 for ~ ~ o. We summarize over
our results by

PROPOSITION 2.1. - Let H be a self-adjoint operator in lower
bounded with lower bound e0. Then e-t(H - e0), t &#x3E; 0, is a strongly continu-
ous contraction self-adjoint semigroup in For any ~0, ~ in

is a well defined element in When

X is in ~(H), r~~(x,~) solves, in the strong sense,

-~11:(., ~)=HTi*(., ~), with ~(.,0)=x(.). Let T&#x3E;O be fixed and~~

D(e(T/2)H) denotes the dense set of vectors cp in L2(Rd) s" t.

03A3~n=01 n!~Hn03C6~2 |t|n  ~ for any t in I =[-T 2, T 2]. Then, for
n=o ~! L 2 2

00 

H"v
~~D(e(T/2)H), we have strong convergence in of 03A3 ---.:! t" for all

t in I. For any t in I, ~ in D(e(T/2)H), 11i(x, t)= 03A3 !!:.! 
n=o ~!

Vol. 49, nO 3-1989.
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solves, in the strong L2-sense, for t in I,

Moreover (2.9) and (2.10) hold.

Remark. - The definitions of r~(., t) and r~x ( . , t) are unsymmetric
inasmuch as ~~(., t) exists for all t ~ 0, x in whereas ~(., t) is
only defined for t in I, x in ~ (e~T/2~ H). Actually, the possibility of defining
T~(., t) by 11:(., t &#x3E;_ 0, x in L2 ( (~d), comes from
the lower bound of H, a natural assumption for Schrodinger operators.
In a more abstract setting, we could have dropped the assumption H
lower bounded and defined 11: ( ., t) for t in I and x in ç¿ (e(T/2) H). Then
we would have the above evolution equation for T~ (., t) satisfied for x
in ~ (e~T/2~ H), t in I. We also observe that under the assumptions of the
Proposition 2.1 (lower bound on H), ": (., t) is also defined for

T 2 t ~ 0 (hence in particular for all t in I) provided x is taken in

~(T/2)H) .
We are now ready to define several Hilbert spaces over denoted by

~ *, ft and ~t.

Consider 11: defined by ( 2.4 ) with t in IU[20142014, ~[, ~ is
N*t ~ {~*~(t), ~ in D(e(T/2H)}. 

. 

dense linear subspace of the range of or, equiva-
lently, the domain of e~t + ~T/2» H.

Let us define a linear operator At from ~* c 

by

We have, of course, Let us define a scalar product ( . ~ . )t
in by

That ( . I . )t is a scalar product, linear on the right, follows from the
linearity of At and the fact that  . I ~ is a scalar product. From (2.12)
we have 1111: (t) In particular ~x (t) is the zero element in ~’* iff
x is the zero element in ~ (e~T~z&#x3E; H).

Define Bt: ~ (e~T~2~ H) -~ ~’* by

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique
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Hence t in I ~ [T 2, 00[. Clearly B, t is onto and we

have At Bt = 1 on D (e(T/2)H), and Bt At = 1 on N*t.
We shall denote by 1/: the Hilbert space which is the completion of
,.pi with respect to the scalar product ( . I . ) t. ~’ * is called the forward
Hilbert space. We shall now see that we can extend At to a unitary
operator from ~’* onto and Bt to a unitary operator from 
onto ~Y~’*, so that (where Ar denotes the adjoint of AJ.

PROPOSITION 2.2. - For all t E 0 U T oo[, (N*t, (. | .)J can be identi-
fied with (L2(Rd)),  . | . . &#x3E;2) by the unitary map At from onto 

defined by ~ x for B(/(t) r~x (t), x E ~ (e(T/2) H) (so that
~r (t) E ~ (e(t + (T/2) H) i, e. ~)=~*. For arbitrary s. t.

‘Y (t) _’~* - lim ~n (t)~ with xn E ~ (e(T/2) H)~ At is

defined by (t) == x, with x = L2 - lim xn, which exists by the existence

of ~* 2014 lim ~rn (t). (All limits are taken in the strong sense.)

Proof. - Let x E ~ (e(T/2) H), then r~x (t) _ ~r (t) = is a well defined
element of 

We have by definition A~(~)=~. We know already, by what we said
in relation with (2.11), that At is isometric from into Now
let ’it (t) E "I/i arbitrary. Since is the completion of ~*, there exists a
sequence ~rn (t) E iT* s. t. B)/ (t) = iT* - lim (t). We have ~rn (t) = e-t H xn

with and we observe that for any by ( 2.12) :
But ~~rn (t), is a Cauchy sequence in

( since it converges), hence by the latter equality we see that {~, 
is a Cauchy sequence in hence, being complete, there exists

Let us set At ~r (t) = x. We then have and hence,
by the definition of At on ~*, At ~r (t) = L2 - lim 

In particular

by the isometry of At on On the other hand
lim by the fact that ~r (t) is the strong of

~r" (t). Hence we have proven II (t) 112 (t) Ilr, and thus At is isometric
from the whole ~’* into L2 ([Rd). It remains to show that the range of At
is the whole 

Vol. 49, n° 3-1989.
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Let x be an arbitrary element of L2 (e~T~2&#x3E; H) being dense
in there exist s.1. x strongly in Set

Wn (t) = e - 
H then Wn E ’~’ * and At Wn (t) = x in L 2 On the

other hand is Cauchy in 1/:, since ~03C8n(t) - 03C8m(t)~t = ~ ~n-~m~2 and
xn converges, hence there exists’" (t) E 1/: s. 1. ~r" (t) ~ W (t) strongly in
1/:. But At is bounded (even isometric) hence

which shows that x is in the range of At, hence At is onto. At is thus
isometric from ~"* onto has then domain and is

again isometric, and At is unitary from ~’* onto with 

its inverse, so that At At is the identity in ~’* and At At is the identity
D

If we recall the definition of Bt given in (2.13), we see that At is

an extension of Bt (preserving isometry) to the whole of L2 ( ~d). In the
following we shall write Ut for the unitary operator At from onto

N*t, teIU[-, 00[. We then have as the unitary operator At

from N*t onto By (Ut, the Hilbert spaces N*t, L2(Rd) are

then identified (in the sense of unitary equivalence).

Remark. - If H is of the form H = - 1 2 0 + v ’ for V smooth with all

derivatives bounded and continuous, and with we

observe that the of Hermite functions eigenfunctions of

-1 20394+1 2|x|2) is dense in "f/"1 for any t in I U T 00[. Indeed, for any

in such that 

[~ ( (~d) being dense in L2 ( f~d)]. But, for any xn, there is a sequence in

such that ~~n-~n, m~2 --+- O. Moreover, it is easy to show, by

direct estimates, C ~ (e~T/2) H). Since

an E/2 argument shows that ~03C8(t) - e- t Therefore 03BE(Ra) is

dense in ~’*. We also remark that for any dense subset of 

we have that is a dense subset of ~’*.
Let us now introduce another family of linear subspaces of by

~t - {r~x (t), x in ~ (e~T~2~ H)~, with ~x (t) defined by (2.6’),

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique
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for all t in I. We give ~’t the scalar product

where the linear operator Ct from ~’t is defined by

Similarly as above, we verify that Ct Dt =1 on D (e(T/2) H) and Dt Cr =1
on ~t, where Dt - et H ~ ~ H), t in I.
By definition, the backward Hilbert space is the completion of ~’t

with respect to the scalar product (2.14). Similarly as in Proposition 2.2
we can extend Ct to an unitary operator from onto L2 and identify
in this way Nt with L2 In fact we have the

PROPOSITION 2.3. - For all t E I, (~’t , ( I )t) can be identified with

(L2(lRd)),  I )2) by the unitary map Ct from onto defined by
Ct Bf1 (t) --_ x for 03C8 (t) - et H x = 11x (t), x (e(T/2) H) and for arbitrary
’" (t) E by (t) - x, where’" (t) _ ~n (t) with

It follows from this Proposition that is an extension of Dt
(preserving isometry) to the whole of In the following we shall
write Vt for the unitary operator Ct from onto ’Y~’t , for We
then have as the unitary operator Ct from ~’t onto By
(Vt, the Hilbert spaces and are then identified (in the
sense of unitary equivalence). From Proposition 2.2, 2.3 we also notice
that Ji == Ut is a unitary map from onto ~Yi’* and Vt is a
unitary map from onto 

Finally, another useful family of Hilbert spaces is defined by considering
the direct sum of the vector space and in I,

Then ~t is a one-parameter family of vector spaces, whose vectors, at a
fixed time t in I, are ordered pairs ( f (t), f’ (t)) in ~, f’ (t) in
’~’r, and with scalar product

Let denote the corresponding norm. Thus we denote by the same
symbols the scalar products of 1/’1, ~Y~’t and By Proposition 2.2, 2. 3
we have a unitary map Ut = Ut ae Vt from L2 EÐ L2 onto ~t and
an unitary map ae from ~t onto EÐ Hence
(~,( , )t) is unitary equivalent to (with its natural

Vol. 49, n° 3-1989.
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scalar product), and these spaces can thus be identified. Henceforth, we
shall work mainly in the forward Hilbert space 
For each fixed t in I, we define Kt: ~’* --+ by

where C is the usual complex conjugation in L 2 ( IRd). We then have, from
Proposition 2.2, 2.3 that Kt is an isometric antilinear operator from 1/:
onto ~Y~’t. We shall call Kt the forward Euclidean conjugation. We see
from the definition of Ut , Vt , that C commutes with Vt and Ut.

Using the definition ( 2.17) of Kt we easily see that for any

with = i = 1, 2. Here, for clarity, we have appended suffixes

Nt t resp. N*t to the scalar products in Nt resp. N*t; we also recall that

Jt == UtV-1t maps unitarily Nt onto N*t.
Remark. - We have constructed N*t by closure, in ~ , ~t-norm, of

~*. can be looked upon as a subspace of ~’* as well as of 

By definition, Ut maps onto ’~’*. It is sometimes useful to think

of the restriction of Ut as the operator e-t H acting on

D(e(T/2)H), t ~I ~ [T 2, 00 [. This is possible in the following way. Let 03B1Ft

be the linear map from N*t, as a subspace of N*t, into given by

Similarly let cx~ be the linear map from as a subspace of ~’*, into

given by

Let us consider for xi, i =1, 2, in q} (e(T/2) H), 

From the definition of x2 (t), and the symmetry of e-tH on the

chosen domain, we have that the r. h. s. of ( 2.12’) is equal to x2 ~ 2 ~
On the other hand from the definition of Ui and its unitarity we have

with

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincare - Physique ’ theorique "
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Hence, from ( 2.12’), ( 2.12") and the equality of ( 2.12’) with x2 ~ 2
we get

where we used Similarly we have the
corresponding formulae with Vt, BF, 

It is worth noticing that Kt is not simply a complex conjugation. It

should rather be interpreted as a time reversal operator. Indeed, in analogy
with Quantum Mechanics, where a natural time reversal operator
T,: -+ is defined by T)-~(x, -r) [for t)
given by (2.3)], a natural Euclidean time reversal operator is

for x in P¿ (e(T/2) H). The image of Tt is ~x ( - t) = r~x (t) which is 

Hence Tt = Kt and Kt is the Euclidean time reversal.
We can extend the pair Kt 1) to a conjugation operator ~t from

onto Jef = ae ~* ~ ~t in a natural way: on

~’* and on In particular we have

Ct is again antilinear, isometric, from onto ~, and is called the

Euclidean conjugation.
Let us define the cone in of the positive vectors:

S*+ (t)={ft in such that ft(x) ~ 0 as an element of L2(Rd)}.
We extend, by closure in 0160~ (t) to a closed subset S~ (t) of 

If e-t H is positively preserving (which is the case of Schrodinger oper-
ators for t ~ 0, cf. Chapter 5) then 0 _ x ( a. e. ) in ~ ( H) implies 11: (t) is
in S~ (t). We also denote by S* (t) the cone in ~’* of negative vectors:
S* (t) _ {gt such that -gt belongs to S*. (t)~ and by S* (t) the set

Notice that S~ (t) U S* ?={0} (0 being the zero element of 
S * will be called the set of physical states for the heat equation. Its

elements have a probabilistic interpretation, discussed in Chapter 6.

Vol. 49, n° 3-1989.
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In complete analogy, two cones S~ (t) in ~’t are defined by closure from
S + M={~ ~ ~ such 0 in and S _ (t) _ {gt in ~ such
that -gt is in S + M}. We also introduce S (t) = S+ (t) U S - (t).

3. LINEAR OPERATORS ASSOCIATED
WITH PHYSICAL OBSERVABLES

Let us first discuss the general situation. Let A be an operator mapping
a dense domain D (A) of into By the unitary mapping

Ut, t~I U [-, 00[, from L2(Rd) onto we can associate to A a unitarily

equivalent operator AF from a dense domain c iT* into N*t by

Thus we have

If A is normal (resp. self-adjoint, resp. skew-adjoint, respectively closed)
we notice that AF is normal (resp. self-adjoint, resp. skew-adjoint, resp.
closed), by the unitarity of Ut.
Remark. - If we can look upon UtD(A) as a

subset of consisting of those (as embedded in 
with More precisely, in the notations of Section 2,

with

x (t) --_ e - is dense in (Since U is isometric, hence
B)/ | 03B1Ft Ut 03C6&#x3E;2 =0 for all (peD(A) implies cxr-1 Ut-l ’" = 0 and then B)/=0
since cxr is 1-1 and U t- 1 is isometric. )

If A we have, on the other hand, that
UtA~ can be looked upon as the element (t) in N*t c more

precisely In this case we can look upon AF t as the
densely defined operator AF in with domain ~~x (t), 
such that

for all In fact we have We call A~, t
the forward operators corresponding to A. We can repeat corresponding
considerations with Ut replaced by Vt, tel. Thus, to the operator A with
dense domain D (A) in there corresponds the unitarily equivalent
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backward operator AB from the dense domain c ’~’t
into ~’t by:

If D(A) c ~ (etT~2~ H) and AD (A) c ~ (etT~2~ H) then we can look upon
A°, as the densely defined A?., given by

for all being regarded as elements of ~’t c 
We have

Let us now look more closely at some particularly important operators.

3.1. Position operator

Let Qi, i = 1, ... , d be the self-adjoint operator multiplication by xi in
L 2 ((Rd), i. e. the Let Q
be the self-adjoint operator from the dense domain D ( Q) c L2(~d) into
L~(~)0!R~ given by f (x) ~ (x~ f (x), i = l, ... , d). (Q can be looked
upon as the position operator for a quantum mechanical particle in the
Schrodinger representation of the Hilbert space.)

Let us define the "position operator" in the forward Hilbert space

as the ma p Qr from a dense subset of

N*t(Rd)~Rd given by

on the natural domain

Since Ut is unitary and Q is self-adjoint we have immediately that Q_t
is self-adjoint from D(Q) into f~ ([Rd) 8&#x3E; l~d.

Similarly one defines and (Q-J, i are self-adjoint
operators from D ( Q _ t)1 --_ Ut D ( Qi) into The ( Q _ i) ~ are the

components of 
The spectral representations of (Q-Jt and Q _ are, of course, given by

the above unitary equivalence and the spectral representation of

Qi resp. Q. In particular, by the unitary equivalence, (Q-~ i has purely
continuous spectrum R. The realisation of the position operator
= VtQV-1t in the backward Hilbert space Nt is, of course, analogous.

For t=0, notice that The position operator in ~t will be
defined by Q 3 (j3.
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3.2. Momentum operator

Let P be the operator defined in the dense subset of by

i. e. P=-V on We have 1’+ - - ~ + (with + denoting adj oints)
and ~ =D-~=V.

It is well known that i P = - i O is_ essentially self-adjoint on 
(see e. g. [5]). Hence ~ = -~ where P is the closure of P= -V. Thus ~’

is skew-adjoint. Its domain is !Ø (P) = {X in L 2 (lRd); 
(where the derivatives are taken_in distributional sense).
We shall henceforth set P = ~.
It is also well known that the spectrum and spectral decomposition of

P are given by

We define the momentum operator in ~* by

P _ r is skew-adjoint from into with

skew-adjoint components and Pi the closure of

20142014 . has an absolutely continuous spectrum, the line !R.
&#x26;~

Similarly one defines i =1, ...,~ as

the momentum operator in E9 PB is then the momentum operator
in Let us also observe that for U D(PQ)

is dense in [it contains e. g. Also
is dense in ~’ *, since Ut is unitary. Hence we

have

on a dense ’ domain of 
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3.3. Hamiltonian operators

We consider first the kinetic energy operator. Let ç¿ (Ho) be the subspace
given by

and define

We call Ho the kinetic energy operator It is obvious that

H - 1 P2 where P is the momentum operator of paragraph 3.2 defined
omY~’o ( (~d) = L2 ( I~d). Moreover

for P+ the adjoint of P. Ho is self-adjoint, positive, unbounded. The
restriction of Ho to is essentially self-adjoint (see, e. g. [5]). Let
now V be the operator of multiplication by a measurable function V (x)
in s. t. H = Ho + V exists (in the form sense sum or operator sum)
as a self-adjoint operator on a dense domain D (H) of (for sufficient
conditions for this see e. g. [5]. We define the energy operator, or Hamil-
tonian, in ~* by

H _ is self-adjoint, with the same spectrum as H. The Hamiltonian HB t
in ~’t is defined similarly by as a self-adjoint operator
with the same spectrum as H. The Hamiltonian H-t in Xt is then defined

Let us remark that for x, x’ E ~ (e~T~2~ H) we have

We also remark that it follows from (3.12) and the property that H is
essentially self-adjoint on e(H) c L2 (C~d) that is essentially self-adjoint
on the dense subset U,s(H) EÐ of ~.
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We summarise the above results in the following:

THEOREM 3.1. - Let A be any operator mapping a dense domain

D A c L2(Rd) into L2(Rd). Define, for t E I T oo the forward opera-
tor associated with A by = Ut AU-1t on D --_ Ut D (A). If A is
normal (resp. self-adjoint, resp. skew-adjoint) then t is also normal (resp.
selfadjoint, resp. skew-adjoint). AF t has the same spectrum as A.

If A D (e(T/2) H) ~ D (e(T/2) H) we have = (at )-1 t03B1Ft , with at
the map from c "1/": into L2(Rd) given by 03B1FtUt~ ~ e-tHx,

and AF t the map from c L2(Rd) into L2(Rd)
given by

Similarly, one defines for t ~ I the backward operator associated with A
by (3.4). AB t has all corresponding properties as AF t. In particular if
AD (A) c ~ (ecT~2&#x3E; H) then (3.6) holds, with ocB the map from

c into given by 03B1Bt Vt~ --_ etHx, One
also defines the operator corresponding to A in Xt by A:’ t O A!. t.

For A = Qi we have that AF t is the i-th component (Q _ t) i of the position

operator Q _ U U -1 in N*t. For A = P. _ - a a AF is the i-th com-
ponent (P_t)i of the momentum operator P_t - Ut PU-1t in N*t. One verifies
the commutation relations Q _ t P_ t - P- t Q-t =1 on a dense domain 
For A = H, AF t is the Hamiltonian H _ t in N*t. For we have

essentially self adjoint on the sense ’ subset UtE(H) Correspond-
ing results hold I for replaced by 1/ or Q

Remark. - Define for any x 

and for any x in EØ (P),

We observe that for r:J. any positive constant, the substitution i = r:J.l/2 
in the definitions of  Q2)0 and  p2)0 gives  Q2 )0 = ~  Q2)0 and
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 ~’2 ~ = a-1  P2 ~o so that  Q2)0  J&#x3E;2 )0= Q2)0  p2 )0. Let us choose
a such that  Q2)0:f:  p2 )0’ i. e. « Q2 )å/2 -  p2 )å/2)2 = 0. Then

This positive functional is minimised in by

and its minimal value is 1. 2 Using the unitarity of UfO we see that the

following (Euclidean) uncertainty principle holds:

The same holds with Q2 )0’  replaced by (Ut X Q2 tUt 7C)t
resp. (Ut x I Q _ t Ut x)t, and correspondingly for P.

3.4. Conjugation and observables

First, let us observe that D (e(T/2) H) - n Ran H lsø (e(T/2) H)}.
tel

PROPOSITION 3.3. ~ Let A be any densely defined operator in

Then we have, for any xi, X2 in
q} H),

where I~t is the Euclidean conjugation, + denotes the adjoint in 1/: 
and Åt == KtA + K; 1= Jt CA with Jt --_ Ut V-1t (the unitary map from
~t onto ’~’*).
Proof - Let us set y+ (t) --_ A + Ut~1. This is well defined since A + :::&#x3E; A

and Ut~1 is in D(A) for any t in I, by our assumption on xi.
The r.h.s. of the claimed equality is

by the isometric antilinearity of Kt. This proves the proposition.
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We can look upon Ãt as the time reversal of A. We observe that
CA + C = CA C if A is self-adjoint, CA + C = - CA C if A is skew-adjoint.
If A is real, i.e. commutes with C, we have CA + C = A resp. CA + C = - A,
for A self-adjoint, resp. skew-adjoint. In the former case we have

AJt; in the latter AJt..
For we have resp.

P _ t Jt, resp. Thus:

We shall say that the position and the Hamiltonian operators are even,
and the momentum operator is odd under time reversal.
The Euclidean Heisenberg commutation relation of paragraph 3.2,

is invariant under time reversal. In fact

where has been used. The corresponding property
is true for the Heisenberg commutation relation in the backward Hilbert
space and in the total Hilbert space 

Remark. - Using the fact that Q, iP are self-adjoint, Stone theorem
shows that the Weyl form of the commutation relation also holds:

4. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Let A be as in Theorem 3.1 and let AF be the corresponding operator

By definition c 

Let us assume D (A) ~ ~ (e~T~2~ H) in Then

can be looked upon as subsets of L (tR). Therefore we can look upon
as an operator Ã ~ from the dense subset ~: in 

into 1/": [note that Ã:. t coincides with the operator discussed in Section 3,
denoted by the same symbol, if D (A) = D (e~T~2~ H)].
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Then

Let us assume that AD (e(T/2) H) =&#x3E; In this case and

A~~ maps into ~*. We can then look in this case at ~F as a densely
defined map from a dense domain D(A~)=~* of into

Since AF is symmetric (resp. skew symmetric, resp. normal), it follows
easily that AF t is a symmetric (resp. skew symmetric, resp. normal)
operator in 
We also observe that

We can thus restrict, if we wish, AF to the t-independent dense domain

Now let and o consider &#x3E; This is given by (4.1) with
, Thus

From our assumptions, this can also be written as

Let and consider

The r. h. side is differentiable with respect to t if A et H is strongly differenti-
able with respect to t, which is the case e. g. if cp is in the dense domain

D(He-TH) (as seen using the previous assumptions on A). The derivative
is easily seen to be equal to

Using c D (H), the r.h. side can be written as

where [A, H] is the commutator AH - HA.
If [A, peD(6’’"), ( 4. 5) is also
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hence, from (4.4),

where UtBUt-1, and B == [A, H].
Hence we have proven the following

PROPOSITION 4.1. - Let A be as in Theorem 3.1 and let A~t t be the
corresponding operator in given by AF t = UtAU-t l, t E I. Assume

D(A) =&#x3E; D(e(T/2)H). We can look upon AF t as an operator ÃF-t from the
clpscd subset in L2 into 

If AD (e(T/2) H) c: D (e(T/2) H), the range of ÃF-t is contained in
L2 (Rd) and we can look upon ÃF-t as an operator acting in the fixed

Hilbert space L2 densely defined on a domain containing the dense t-
independent domain D(eTH) c: Equation 4. 3 holds for any

For peD(HeTH), we have

then

on the dense domain D(HeTH) where the restriction

Remarks.

(a) The formulae for d ÃF-t give the equations of motion for the() 
dt 

r g q

observable In fact, the equation of motion relates the observable
associated with A, with the observable [A, t associated with

[A, H].
(b) The assumption D(A) :::&#x3E; D(e(T/2)H) is, of course, satisfied if A is

bounded.

(c) and D(HeTH), in the statement of Proposition 4.1, can
be replaced by subsets Dl of D (e~T~2~ H), resp. D2 of D (H eTH), which are
still dense in L 2 (~"). E.g. for H = - ! 2 A + V, V smooth with bounded

derivatives and A the observables position and momentum, discussed in
Section 3, it is useful to take as the linear space of Hermite

functions (eigenfunctions of -1 20394+1 2x2). Then all assumptions are satis-
fied and the conclusions hold, yielding the equations of motion for these
observables.
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(~) Of course for A =H the equation of motion is trivial: - Ã~t=O.
A

(~) Using [Q, H] = - P on a dense domain, as follows from Section 3,
we get easily

For this reason it is useful to look upon Qr, Pr as the Euclidean analogue
of the Heisenberg operator corresponding in quantum mechanics to the
position, and momentum observables.
More generally, we look upon Ãi as the Euclidean analogue to the

quantum mechanical Heisenberg operator giving the evolution, at time t,
of the observable A. We call Ãi the Euclidean Heisenberg operator associ-
ated with A. The Euclidean equation of motion is

2014 A~=[H,"A]~. Similarly as above, using, for H== 2014 - A+V, &#x3E;

dt 2

which follows from Section 3, we get

It is also natural to look upon (4.2), (4.8) as the Euclidean analogues
of the (Heisenberg picture) Hamilton equation of motion in quantum
mechanics.

We shall call Ãr a constant of motion if A does not depend on t and

2014A~=0. This, by the above, is equivalent with [H,"A]~==0 and is implied
dt

by [H, A]=0. An example is given by A = [Q, P]. Obviously, any bounded
function of H is a constant of motion.

( f ) In the case d =1, H = - - 1 d2 2 + 2014 x , 2 0) a constant, we have2 J;r 2

with Q as the operator of multiplication by x and P is - 2014.
&#x26;c
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5. REGULARITY CONDITIONS ON THE POTENTIAL

In this chapter, we give sufficient regularity conditions for our construc-
tions, in particular in the perspective of the probabilistic interpretation
summarized in Chapter 6.

First we remind of the definition of a class of potentials V : -~ IR

introduced by Kato [8].
A real measurable potential IR belongs to the Kato class Kd if

The potential V belongs to the local Kato class Kdloc if for any L, 
is in the Kato class Kd, where ~L is the characteristic function of the

sphere of radius L centered at the origin. A natural condition, for a

physical potential, is that V - == max( - V, 0) is in Kd, but V+ == max(V, 0)
is only in For example, if d=3, the harmonic oscillator potential

V (x) == V+ (x) = ! 2 x ~ is in and the Coulomb potential

V(x) == V-(x)= - in K3.

The definition (5.1) is the analytical translation of the following prop-
erty, independent of the dimension, involving a Brownian process 
starting at at time 0 and its associated conditional expectation
denoted by Eo, ~,

The above class of potentials Kd has been used for several technical
problems, e. g. [9].

THEOREM 5.1. - IfV_EKd and the semigroup for

H = - 1 2 0 + V, is a well defined f amil .Y o f integral operators, for every

t ~ s. The kernel h(x, t-s, y) of t ~ s, is jointly continuous in

x, y and (t - s), and non-negative. Moreover, for any E &#x3E; 0,
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for some positive C (6, t-s).

Proof - Cf. [9].
Under additional assumptions, it is possible to show that h &#x3E; 0. For

example, this holds if H is such that eo is a simple eigenvalue (which is
the case, e. g. when V E ~ +(L°°)E, where ~ denotes the Rollnik class and
(L (0)£ the L 00 functions with norm less then 6, or when V + is bounded
and such that the Lie-Trotter formula applies. A sufficient condition for
the application of Lie-Trotter formula is outside a set of capacity
zero.

The strict positivity of h can also be shown using Feynman-Kac formula

when, ’ e. g. V is continuous, ’ lower bounded and such that - 1 2 A + V is

essentially self-adjoint. Sufficient conditions for this are given in [9], for
instance.

Remarks. - 1. The positivity of h, in addition to the conclusions of

Th. 5.1, are satisfied if V x = 1 x 2 (harmonic oscillator) or, e.g. for

d = 3, V (x) = -2014- for a real constant (Coulomb potential).

2. Under general assumptions on V, one has that e-t H maps 
into any Lp ( (~d), ~2, for ~&#x3E;0. See, e. g. [5], [9]. Also, for V as in
theorem 5.1, it is known that e-t H L2 ((Rd) consists of continuous f unctions
for all t ~ 0.

Henceforth we call Schrödinger class the class of potentials V such that
h has the properties of Theorem 5.1 and, in addition, is strictly positive.
As observed in 1 it contains potentials of physical interest.

6. PROBABILISTIC INTERPRETATION

6.1. Bernstein processes

Let ~ in D (e(T/2) H) c L2 (Rd). (6.1)

By the construction given before, and are well
defined for any t in I. Set
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We observe that if ~~~2=1, then p-T/2(x)dx=p-T/2(x)dx=1 since,
using (2.12), ~ 

We assume that h is as in Theorem 5.1, with V in the Schrödinger class.
Now let us denote by x, ~ ~) == ~) the integral kernel of

as an integral operator on L 2 ([Rd), like in Chapt. 5. For

20142014stM2014, x, 1;, and y in Rd, and B any Borel set in Rd, we

define

where the density with respect d~ is the positive function

Notice that the kernel H should not be confused with the Hamiltonian H.
The kernel H will be called a Bernstein transition function. (See [12].)

Let us introduce some probabilistics notions and notations. When Z is
an integrable random variable on a probability space (Q, cr, P), E [Z]
denotes its expectation. If ~ is a sub-sigma-algebra of a, E ~] denotes
the conditional expectation of Z given ~, defined for Z ~ 0 or 

We shall consider stochastic processes indexed by 1= 2014 2014, 
defined as functions from I to the set of random variables on the underly-
ing probability space. ~ for t in I, will denote an increasing family of
sigma-algebras such that each Zt is Pt-measurable and Ft a decreasing
family of sigma-algebras such that Zt is ~~-measurable. ~‘t is interpreted
as the past information about Zt and ~t the future information.
Under the above mentioned assumptions, one proves [ 10] easily the

LEMMA 6.1. - (a) For an jc, y in Rd, 2014 2014  s  t  u  2014, the set

function B --+ H (s, x, t, B, u, probability measure on the Borel sigma
algebra of Rd,

(b) For .Y B in ( ) &#x3E; 2 2 &#x3E;
(x, y) H H (s, x; t, B; u, 
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. 
T T

(c) For any couple B1, B 2 stuT &#x3E;
2 2

As a path space, a possible choice is Q=J*[ compact in the product

topology, with f~d a compactification of We denote by crl the Borel

sigma algebra of Q.

DEFINITION. - A stochastic process Zt: n -+ I~d is a Bernstein process
( [ 10]-[ 12]) if the following relation between conditional expectations holds

for any bounded Borel measurable/and 20142014.stM2014
2 2

Then, we have the following

THEOREM 6.2. - Let H (s, x, t, B, u, y) be a Bernstein transition function
as before, or - T  s  t  u ! and m a probability measure on

2 2 
p y

~‘ x ~ Then there is a unique probability measure Pm such that
with respect to (Q, P",), Zt, t E I, is a Bernstein process and

(a) Bs and BE in 
(b) Pm(ZtEB I ZS, Zu)=H(s, ZS, t, B, u, Zu), for B in 
(c) The finite dimensional distributions of Zt are given by

The proof of this Theorem can be found in [10] (and in the context of the
present construction for quantum physics in [12]).

According to this result, a Bernstein transition function H and a joint
probability measure m determine a Bernstein process Zt, in general
not Markovian. It turns out that a particular choice of m characterizes a
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Markovian Bernstein process:

THEOREM 6.3. - Let V be a potential in the Schrodinger class,
H (s, x, t, B, u, y) be a Bernstein transition function, and m be a probabil-
ity measure If denotes the Bernstein process
of Theorem 6.2, then Zt, t ~ I is also a Markovian process iff m = M

( M for Markovian) is of the form

for ~*-r/2 and C~T~2 two bounded real measurable functions having the
same sign on !Rd.

Proof - cf. [ 10] and [ 12].
We shall call the process Zt of Th. 6.3 the Markovian Bernstein process.

The main consequence of this Theorem is the following. After substitution
of the particular joint density m = M given by Eq. (6.7) in the general
expression of the finite dimensional distribution for a Bernstein process

Zt, t ~ I [ Th. 6.2(c)] we obtain,  t 2  ...  t  2014.

where the notation f (dx) = f (x) dx has been used.
Notice that the functions ~*r/2 and are not yet specified in the

conclusion of the Theorem 6. 3. By definition of the joint probability
measure M, the marginals of M have to satisfy the following constraints:

where p-T/2 and pT/2 are the boundary probability densities of the Marko-
vian Bernstein process 

If we assume that /?-T/2 and are given, and since the integral kernel
h is known by hypothesis, Eq. (6.9) is clearly a (complicated) system of
nonlinear functional equations for ~*T/2? ~T/2. Afterwards, (6.9) will be
called Schrödingers’s system (because it was initially formulated by Schro-
dinger for the one-dimensional free case, V=0, in 1932 [3]: Cf. § 8.1).
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The following Theorem gives the conditions for the existence and

uniqueness of positive solutions of Schrodingers’s system (6.9).
THEOREM 6.4. - Let P -T/2 (dx) and PT/2 (dy) be two probability measures

on ~d with strictly positive densities with respect to Lebesgue measure,

P -T/2 (dx) = (x) dx and P -T/2 (dy) -pT/2 El’) dy~
Let h (x, T, y) be a bounded and strictly positive integral kernel on x Rd.
Then positive (but not necessarily integrable) solutions {e*, 03B8} of Schro-
dingers’s system (6.9) exist and are unique.

Jamison gave a proof in [ 10] which is an adaptation and an extension
of an abstract result of Beurling [13].
Remark. - What can happen if p-T/2 or pT/2 are not strictly positive is

illustrated by the following one dimensional example:
Let H be the Hamiltonian on L2 dx)

The (positive) integral kernel is given explicitly by Mehler’s
formula. Let us denote it by h0 s (x, t-s, y).

Let us consider Schrodinger’s system (6.9) for and the particular
data

Then it is easy to check that

and

are solutions of the system. Nevertheless, they are not positive. This is
due to the fact that the choice of data (6.11) violates the hypothesis of
Theorem 6.4: /?-T/2(=~T/2) has a zero at the origin x=0. This case is,
however, relevant for our physical application. See § 6.5 and [12].

6.2. The Markovian Bernstein process

THEOREM 6. 5. 2014 Let H= 1 20394+V, with V fn the Schrödinger class

and let h (x, the k ernel of e-(t-s)H, t ~ s.
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For any pair (~ ~) with 3(=~ -(T/2) H p, ~=~~~(p~ and p, (p’ strictly
positive functions in L 2 ([Rd), there exists an unique Markovian Bernstein

process Z~, t el == [ - !, 2014], corresponding to the data

Zt will be called the Markovian Bernstein process associated with the pair
X, x~~ The finite dimensional distributions of the process are given by

The proof of this Theorem is given in [12].

(a) The statements hold in particular for (p=(p’ i.e. x=X’’

In this case we have that (x, -T 2), and

coincide, i. e. (6.15) is expressed by h and the initial and final solutions

* x - &#x3E; T , ~~’ ( x, T 2) of Schrodin g er’s system ( 6.9 ) f or the data ( 6.2),
(6.3).

(b) The probabilistic meaning of (6.15) imposes 3(, ~ &#x3E; 0. In general,
even f or complex 3(, the data ( 6. 2), ( 6. 3) satisf y the conditions of

Theorem 6.4 and ~*~ (x, -T 2), ’t’1 x (y, " ) are solutions of the Schrodin g er
system ( 6. 9) with data ( 6. 2), ( 6. 3) . For x not real, these solutions are not
real.

Now we are going to describe explicitly the unique Markovian Bernstein
process of Th. 6.5.
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Using (6.14) and 0 the strict positivity of ": (x, s), let us define, for B in

and the associated density

LEMMA 6.6. - Q * ( s B, &#x3E; t &#x3E; .v)~ for B in ~‘ - T - _ - - s  t ~ T is the

backward transition probability of a Markov process, with density
q * (s, x, t, y).

Proof. - This is a straightforward verification. The positivity of q* is
obvious since x = e - 

(T/2) H 
cp, cp &#x3E; o and h is strictly positive. Also

Q* (s, . , t, y) is a probability, and Q* (s, B, t, . ) is 
The Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for Q* follows from the semigroup
property of h. Cf. [ 12]. p

LEMMA 6.7. - The finite-dimensional distributions (6.15) of the Marko-
vian Bernstein process Zt, t E I, can also be written as

for the final distribution probability

Proof. - The substitution of ( 6.16) into ( 6.15’) gives ( 6.15) . Q

LEMMA 6.8. - The probability density of the Markovian Bernstein process
reduces to ,

Proof - This is (6.15) for n =1. d
From lemma 6.7 we observe that the Bernstein process of Th. 6.5 can

be regarded as a (backward) Markov process. It follows that a very explicit
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description of Zt is possible:

PROPOSITION 6.9. - Let V be as in Th. 6.5 and, in addition, smooth. Let
x - e - ~T~2~ H cp, (p &#x3E; 0 in L2 then ": (x, t) is smooth. The Markovian
Bernstein process Zt, t in I, of 7~. 6.5 is an

(Rd-valued I diffusion process whose (backward) drift and I diffusion coefficients
are , given respectively by

where is the sphere of centre y and radius E, and I is the d x d

identity matrix. Notice that for d &#x3E; 1, the term (y - x)2 in the definition
of the diffusion coefficient means (y - x) (8) (y - x).

Idea The conclusion is a straightforward consequence of
fact that, for the class of potentials V considered in Chapter 5, the

integral kernel h(s, x, t, y) of also satisfies

and, moreover,

(õ) There is an 8 &#x3E; 0 such that

The properties (cx)-(õ) are most easily derived from the integral equation
solved by the kernel h (s, x, t, y), i. e. by following Kac’s original
method [2].
Remark. - The smoothness condition on V can be relaxed when (6.18-

19) are interpreted in the distributional sense.
The striking particularity of any Bernstein process is its time symmetry,

displayed in ( 6. 6) . To analyze this aspect for the Markovian Bernstein
process Zt of Theorem 6.5, we introduce the

DEFINITION. - Let Zt = Z (t), t ~ I be a Markovian Bernstein process
defined according to Theorem 6.5. Then, the time reversed process of Zt
is defined by Z (t) = Z (-1).
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PROPOSITION 6.10. - The time reversal Z (t) of the , Markovian Bernstein
process of Prop. 6.9, t in I, is a ’ Bernstein diffusion process with values in
(Rd and i same ’ diffusion coefficient as Z (t). The (backward) drift of Z (t) is
such that

where ’

Moreover, if P is the probability of Z (t) and 1 P the probability of Z (t), we
have ,

or equivalently, the respective ’ probability densities,

Proof. - One starts from the permuted boundary probabilities [(6.13)-
(6.14)], namely

Since the pair 11: (~ - ~ ) = (~ " X) M and 11x’ (~ ) = (~~~ " XO M
of (6.13) is solution of the associated Schrodinger system (6.9) it is clear
that the pair

is solution of the Schrodinger system with permuted data (6.22). This
means that for any time t in I, we have

Therefore

Moreover, using (6.18) and (6.23),

So if we define
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the relation ( 6. 25) reduces indeed to

i. e., in terms of the Markovian Bernstein processes,

It is clear from Eqns. (6.23) that plays the same role for Z (t)
as plays for Z (t). A very convenient interpretation of the back-
ward drift is suggested by the following definition of the mean backward
derivative

Using the Markovian property of Z (t), it is easy to verify that

t) is the mean derivative of Z (t) in the other sense of
the time. According to (6.25"), we can interpret B(Z(t), t) as the mean
derivative of Z (t) in the usual (forward) sense of time, but with a condition-
ing with respect to the past denoted by

6.3. Probabilistic interpretation of observables

Let us consider first the position operator Q _ in defined by

(3.7). Assume H= 2014 -A+V, with V smooth with bounded derivatives so
that we are in the conditions of the remark (c) after Prop. 4.1. The
Euclidean Heisenberg operator (~ associated with Q _ satisfies

for any x in the linear span D of products of Hermite functions

(eigenfunctions of - 1 2 A + - 2 x2 . Let us consider for ~, x e D.

[where we used (2.12)].
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The left-hand side of ( 6. 30) is equal to

which, by Lemma 6.8, can be written as

according to the definition of the Markovian Bernstein process Z (t).
Hence we have proven the

LEMMA 6.11. - Let H be as in Theorem 6.5, with Y with bounded
derivatives (of all orders). Then for any strictly positive x’, x in a dense
subset D of L2 we have

with 0 the Euclidean Heisenberg position operator in (associated 1

with the position operator Q-t in Z(t) is the Markovian Bernstein
process of Theor. 6.5 (associated 1 with the 3(’). 0

Remark. - Notice . that

if we denote by E the (absolute) expectation with respect to the measure
P. The relation (6.30) is the probabilistic counterpart of the fact that the
position operator Qt is even under time reversal ( Cf. § 3.4). Indeed, more
generally we have the

PROPOSITION 6.12. - Let H, x’, x be as in Lemma 6.11. Let A be a
densely defined operator in L2 ((~d) and let ~F be the Euclidean Heisenberg
operator associated to it as in Prop. 4.1. We assume that there are Borel
functions a, a on (Rd x I such that

and

Then, if A is even (odd) under time reversal (in the sense of Section 3) we
have E [a (Z (t), t)] _ (::t) E [a (Z ( - t), - t)].

Proof. - Since ~: ( - t) _ 11%’ (t) by (6.23), this relation between expecta-
tions is the analytical definition of paragraph 3.4 for the parity under time
reversal. 0
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Rem ark . - For any t in I, the condition (t) is the domain

of Q _ t , means

or equivalently, since Z(2014t)=Z(~),

Entirely similar formulae hold for forward operators replaced by backward
ones.

For the momentum operator P in we have

where the lemma 6.8 and the proposition 6.9 have been used. Notice that
according to Th. 3.1, the values of ( 6. 3 5) could be regarded as purely
imaginary. Up to the sign, the definition ( 3.18) of the momentum pH in

is the same and we obtain, with (6.21),

The momentum operator P on satisfies

It is convenient to give a name to the integrand on the right hand side:

DEFINITION. - We call

the current velocity of the Markovian Bernstein process Zt.
From ( 6. 3 7) and ( 6. 3 8) we also have

It is also immediate to check that
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By lemma 6.11, this expresses the fact that the momentum operator is
odd under time reversal.
Remark. - For any t in I, the condition that is the

domain of PF in means

i. e., using ( 6.18), ( 6. 20) and ( 6. 21 ),

At last, for the Hamiltonian operator ar in we have

where an integration by parts and the definitions of B, B. have been used.
In particular, of course, this expectation ( is time independent. Since
the definition of HB in is similar, it is clear that we also have

6.4. Probabilistic interpretation of the dynamics

Let A as in Prop. 4.1 and x as in Section 6.3. We have

with == the Euclidean Heisenberg operator associated
with A. B
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According to Prop. 4.1, the evolution, for t in I, is given by the
expectation of the (Euclidean) Heisenberg equation of motion (in the sense
of quadratic forms),

The most interesting case, for us, is the one of the Hamiltonian operator
H of the form - - A + V, V E C1 and A = Q, respectively A = P.

Using [Q, H]= -P, [P, H]= -VV, which follows from Chapter 3, we
get

We interpret these equation as the Euclidean version of Ehrenfest theorem.
Moreover,

suggesting the existence of some probabilistic version of Newton equation
for the underlying Bernstein process Z (t). This is indeed the case:

PROPOSITION 6.14. - Under the above mentioned regularity conditions on
V, the Markovian Bernstein process Z (t) of the proposition 6.9 satisfies, for
t in I, the stochastic Newton equation

Proof. - Cf. [12, 33].
Remark. - By definition of the mean backward derivative

for any f in when the trajectories of the process are smooth
( i. e. when its diffusion constant is zero), the 1. h. s. of (6.48) reduces to an
ordinary second derivative. Hence ( 6.48) reduces to Newton’s law of
motion of classical mechanics, with V replaced by - V, as expected since
this theory is Euclidean.
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Let us recall that the Lagrangian of classical ( Euclidean) mechanics
corresponding to the elementary Euclidean Newton equation with scalar
potential V in 

is the (Rd -+ M function

In [12] it is shown that the Markovian Bernstein process Z (t) solution of
the stochastic Newton equation (6.48) minimizes the (finite) regularized
action functional

with A * (z, (z, s), s in I.
(Here Et - E [. ~ ~] on a one-parameter family of diffusion processes

Z~ such as .

The initial gradient condition, in this result, is preserved during the
evolution, as follows from the equality

In [12] the following path integral representation of ": is given (together
with a corresponding one for (x, t)). Under the conditions of validity

of (6.52), ( )~ 
2 - - _ 2

Remark. - The idea of the stochastic calculus of variation sketched
here is due to one of us, in another context [14].

Let us also notice that both the stochastic Newton equation ( 6.48) and
the action functional ( 6. 52) are not time symmetric, as they use only the
decreasing filtration ~ t. But one shows easily that their time reversed
versions also hold, restoring in this way the time symmetry of the theory.
A direct (probabilistic) discussion of (6.48) is certainly possible, because
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of its simplicity. It would provide an appealing approach of (Euclidean)
quantum dynamics, independent of the data of a solution of the ( Eucli-
dean) Schrodinger equation. The variational principle associated with

(6.52) should play a natural role in such an approach.

6.5. Time invariant states

Let us assume, for sirriplicity, ~=1. Suppose that the starting continuous
potential V is such that H has a lowest energy eigenvalue Eo with strictly
positive eigenfunction cpo and has. a further eigenvalue E &#x3E; Eo [for the
former, it is sufficient, e. g., that V in positive, in LP, dp  oo, or V ~ 0,
V ~ L2loc with lim V (x) = 00], and consider

x --~ 00

for cp an eigenfunction of H in which we may assume to be real.

By orthogonality of the eigenfunctions for different eigenvalues, p
necessarily changes its sign on the real line, at some points Za., called zeros
of cp (x). We denote by cp the truncated function

for A any one of the two possible kinds of intervals on the line, Aa = ]Za, oo [
( or ] - oo, Za[) or Zc[’ with Zb, Zc two successive zeros. It is clear
that the whole line can be decomposed in such domains A. In Ref. [12], it
is shown that for the natural choice of boundary positive (invariant)
probability densities on such an interval A,

and for the relevant integral kernel of e-tH, whose domain

takes care of the different boundary conditions associated with each

interval A for the fixed pair of data (6.56), one can construct a unique
homogeneous Bernstein diffusion process with drift

with
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The only possible singularities of the drift B* are on the boundaries of
A. In probabilistics terms, the left boundary of Aa = ]Za, oof is an entrance
boundary, the right one a natural boundary. For both boundaries
are entrance. We can also observe that, on some intervals A,
r~ (t) are in S* (t) since cp are negative.

In this way, a unique Markovian Bernstein process Z (t) is indeed

constructed on the line, but its probability transition is different on each
connected domain A between the nodes of po Cf. also [15].

7. COMPARISON WITH QUANTUM MECHANICS

Let us discuss the quantum mechanical analogue of the structure devel-
oped in Chapter 2. In quantum mechanics [ 16], the central dynamical
object is the evolution group

This defines a unitary isomorphism, in other words a one-parameter group
of unitary operators on L2 (I~d). If we have

Since the analytical vectors for H are dense in and [L2 ( p~d)~
is all of L~ ( ~d), for any real time t, the analog of the crucial condition
x E ~ (e~T~2~ H) in the definition of and of its completion 
is not a restriction anymore Let us assume

H== 2014-A+V, and V smooth with bounded derivatives. Then the condi-
2 

’

tion that x in be an analytic vector for the (self-adjoint) operator
H means simply that is the restriction to the real axis of a function

analytic in a strip of width T.
The same argument is obviously valid for the backward Hilbert space,

so in particular for any real t,

Since the two Hilbert spaces coincide, there is no need for a direct sum
Jet like in (2.15). This basic difference explains why the underlying diffu-
sion process in "imaginary is only defined on bounded
intervals I, in general (in contrast, for example, with stochastic mechanics,
§ 8. 5). If we start from it is clear that after analytical
continuation in the time parameter, x cannot be in ~ (e~T~2~ H) for

arbitrary T, and that the largest possible T depends on the chosen x. For
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, 
1 d2

example, if d =1, H --- Ho = - - 2 , and2 dx

the resulting Markovian Bernstein process Z (t) is Gaussian with mean

V 0 t (where V 0 = - ivo) and variance 
a2 - t2 , and therefore is well defined
2a

for any t in 1=[-T 2, T with
T  2 a. (This corresponds to the fact that x is analytical for Ho with
convergence radius a).

In quantum mechanics, the conjugation operator

can be written in term of the usual complex conjugation C as

by analogy with (2.17). But since we get

This shows why the scalar product in ~* is the most natural Euclidean

version of the quantum mechanical scalar product. The quantum mechani-
cal version of (4.0), for any real t and any densely defined self-adjoint
operator A on L2 ( ~d), is

Its infinitesimal form

is the Heisenberg picture of the quantum dynamics.
In summary, the dynamical structure of the theory presented here is

indeed related to the structure of quantum mechanics by an analytical
continuation in the time parameter, valid also for the function spaces. In

addition, the associated probabilistic structure of the theory is as close as
possible to the probabilistic structure of quantum mechanics since, accord-
ing to lemma 6.8, it is founded on the fact that, for any t in I, the product

is a probability density, in complete analogy with the quantum mechanical
expression
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whose probabilistic interpretation is due to Born.
For such reasons our framework has been called Euclidean quantum

mechanics ( EQM) [4].

8. COMPARISON WITH OTHER APPROACHES

The history of the relations between quantum physics and probability
theory is long and intricate. It is not our aim here to give an extensive
discussion of it but rather to compare Euclidean quantum mechanics with
some other related frameworks.

Let us start with Schrodinger’s paper [3] giving origin to Euclidean
quantum mechanics.

8.1. Schrodingefs idea

Schrodinger has never been convinced by the Copenhagen interpretation
of quantum mechanics. Five years after the discovery of his famous

equation (2.1), he described what he regarded as a very striking classical
analogy with wave mechanics [3], involving Brownian motion.
He considers, for simplicity, the one-dimensional free case where the

(already) classical Fokker-Planck equation reduces to an initial value
problem

for (9* a real function of position and time such that

a probability density, and where D is the (real) diffusion coefficient of
the underlying medium. Now, assuming that the observer had also an
information on another probability density, for example M? Schrodin-

ger asks for the probability density at an - T _ t ~ -. Observing that

for an initial data only, the problem is well posed and that for a final
data only it would also be well posed for the backward equation
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Schrodinger shows heuristically that for both data {/?-T/2(~ pT/2 (y)~ the
problem is new and that its solution is given by a product

where O* is the solution of an initial value problem (8.1) and O the solution
of a final value problem ( 8. 2), chosen in such a way that their product at

t = - T and t = T coincide with the data p-T/2 M respectively pT/2 (y)..
The key constraint to fulfill this last condition is expressed by Eq. (6.9),

for h(x, T, y)=kernel (x . y), and Ho the self-adjoint free Hamil-
tonian on L 2 (IR), namely by what we have called a Schrodingefs system
in § 6.1.

In 1932, S. Bernstein (who was a precursor of the theory of stochastic
differential equations) gave a rigorous definition of the property character-
izing such processes. This is ( 6. 6), in modern terms a version of local

Markov property. Several mathematicians were able to show the kinemati-
cal consistency of Schrodinger’s idea ( [ 10], [ 11 ], [ 13], [ 17]) but this idea
was forgotten by theoretical and mathematical physicists. The completion
of the probabilistic part of the program, in a physically natural dynamical
context, has been done in [12] and [4]. It has been the purpose of the

present paper to show that the analytical structure of the theory suggested
by Schrodinger’s idea is indeed what can be expected from a Euclidean
version of quantum mechanics.
From a technical point of view, Schrodinger’s original idea is much

more general than the version used in this paper. For instance, one
constructs the probability measure of an unique Markovian Bernstein
process Z (t) for any couple of probability measures {~-T/2~~ 
fulfilling the regularity conditions of Theorem 6.4. But, in order to exhibit
any explicit example, one needs to solve Schrodinger’s system (6.9).
The aim of the construction given here is to involve exclusively the

particular Markovian Bernstein processes relevant for (Euclidean) quan-
tum mechanics. This enables us to introduce extra analytical structures,
indispensable in this perspective, and to use Theorem 6.4 only to assure
the existence of the probability measure, the solutions of Schrodinger
system ( 6. 9) being known by construction (C/~ § 6. 2).

8.2. Feynman’s space-time approach to quantum mechanics

Feynman’s 1948 paper [1] ] was at the origin of the revival of interest
for the relations between quantum physics and probability theory. He was
able to show heuristically that the quantum description of the dynamics
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in terms of the evolution group Ut can be replaced by a path integral
representation or "sum over histories".
These "Feynman path integrals" have been constructed, see for instance

( [ 18], [ 19]) . For some recent developments, see [20]. However they are not
directly associated to a stochastic process, the main tool of Feynman’s
strategy.
The physical interpretation of Feynman’s theory is not trivial. Its author

was mainly interested in the development of a very heuristic tool for
quantum physics and, in this sense, he fully succeeded.
The real stake of the method (and the original motivation of Feynman)

was its generalization to quantum field theory, in particular Quantum
Electrodynamics. For some results in this direction see [ 19].

This approach is most effective in expressing probability amplitudes but
the construction of a physical Hilbert space often presents difficulties. The
latter is best constructed through Euclidean functional approaches. For
alternative discussions on the role of probability in quantum mechanics
see, for example, [31].

8.4. The Euclidean functional approach

M. Kac discovered in 1950 that after an analytical continuation ’t -+ it,
possible for a large class of potentials V, Feynman’s formula for the group

becomes what we now call Feynman-Kac formula for the heat
semigroup. This is a probabilistic formula with an underlying stochastic
process, often more appropriate as a technical tool than the original
Feynman’s formula involving formal path integrals.

Notice, however, that the dynamical meaning of -the underlying process
is left unclear. ~ 

.

As an element of a solution of the heat equation is, for a large
class of potentials, analytic in continuous for Ret ~ 0 and its
value on the imaginary axis indeed solves the Schrodinger equation. Notice
that the underlying function space is, for any time t, the same as in

quantum mechanics, in contrast with EQM where a one-parameter family
of Hilbert spaces, is used.
The Feynman-Kac formula is the nonrelativistic starting point of Eucli-

dean field theory, a program initiated by Schwinger, Nakano and Syman-
zik in which the physical Minkowski space becomes Euclidean space, the
Poincare group becomes the Euclidean group and noncommuting oper-
ators become random variables. 

-

In 1971 Nelson [22] gave a rigorous formulation of this program involv-
ing the theory of Markov fields, the proof of this Markov property in a
specific model being the difficult part of the method. Nelson’s approach
became an efficient constructive ,tool, see e. g. [23].
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A short time later, Osterwalder and Schrader [24] found a weaker
positivity condition sufficient to recover relativistic fields from Euclidean
ones. In the one dimensional case, that is for stochastic processes, this

property is related to Bernstein positivity for (stationary) Markovian
Bernstein processes [3 5].
A number of models in 2 or 3 space-time dimensions have been con-

structed along these lines [23-26]. See also [27] for recent discussions in
4 dimensions.

In these constructions, probability theory plays only a technical role,
the relations between quantum physics and probability theory being only
indirectly taken care, by an analytical continuation in the time parameter
distinct from the one used here in the passage from quantum mechanics
to EQM.

8.5. Nelson’s stochastic mechanics

This theory, inspired by an early paper of Feynes [28], is an original
attempt to find some classical interpretation of quantum processes. It
shows that to each, regular enough, solution i) of Schrodinger
equation (2.1) there can be associated an Rd-valued Markovian diffusion
process X (t), with drift and diffusion coefficients given in terms of B)/. In
addition, each such process satisfies a stochastic Newton law of motion.
Very natural regularity conditions for Nelson’s theory have been disco-

vered by Carlen [29]. They involve a class of potentials (the Kato-Rellich
class) closely related to the class relevant for EQM. For further discussions
of Nelson’s ideas, cf., for example, [30], [36].
The origin of the above mentioned stochastic Newton equation, in

Nelson’s theory, lies in a change of dependent variables in the starting
solution t) of the Schrodinger equation (2.1). Here is the Euclidean
version of this argument.

Let us define a pair of real scalar fields Rand S on (Rd by

We can regard this Wx in its dependence on vo = VS (x, 0) and denote it
by 03C803BD~ (x, t). The "Euclidean" wave function ~*~ corresponding to Wx is
defined formally by .

(The bar should not be confused here with a complex conjugation) where
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We also define

From the formal analytical continuation of (2.1) we get the coupled system
of equations

We notice that since these equations are real, we can get real solutions.
Taking gradient and using the definition

one checks that the first equation reduces to the continuity equation for
the probability density p, (7.8), of a Markovian Bernstein process Z (t), t
in I, and the second one to the Euclidean
Newton equation (6.48). In fact, if - T/2) and

pT/2 ~l’) = e2 R (Y~ T/2) fulfil the conditions of Theorem 6.4, an unique Mar-
kovian Bernstein process ZM, t in [--,-] can indeed be obtained in() ~ 

2 
~ 

2 
)

this way. By Theorem 6.5 this process can be identified with the pair
and since at 

Let us consider the moments of this process, for tl _ t2 _ ... ~ t",

Setting S= -iT, for j= 1 to n, using (8.5) and the fact that 
respectively are formally the analytical continuation of respectively
"x" we obtain, by formal analytical continuation of (8.8),

Such expressions have been introduced formally by Feynman [1]. See also,
for a mathematical interpretation [19]. It is well known that they do not
correspond to the moments of any stochastic process. Nevertheless they
describe completely quantum dynamics. This is another reason to regard
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the theory associated with ( 8. 8) as a natural Euclidean version of quantum
dynamics. 

’ ,
If tl =t2 =... however, ( 8. 9) reduce to the single time moments

E[X"(r)], where X(r) is Nelson’s diffusion process associated to the wave
function B)/. This means that the symbolic relation makes -

sense as long as only one time expectations are involved. In particular, it
is clear from ( 8. 4) and (8.5) that the following symbolic relation between 

° 

,

the probability densities of the two diffusion processes holds: .

For expectations involving several times, the relations between the two
processes Z (t) and X(r) are not as simple because Euclidean Quantum
Mechanics and Stochastic Mechanics differ essentially by their dynamical
structures.

9. CONCLUSION

It is not the scope of the present paper to discuss the possible physical
interpretations of EQM. This has been initiated elsewhere [4]. The key
point of EQM is that it is a classical (stochastic) theory in which most of
the puzzling aspects of Quantum Mechanics are present. In particular, it
shows that Kolmogorovian probabilities are sufficient to describe these
effects; hence the specificity of Quantum Mechanics must be found else-
where.
The key idea of EQM is very general: it is-preserved in all the realizations

of quantum dynamics, and will be discussed in forthcoming publications.
An extension of EQM to field theory will be very interesting in view of

the very close similarity of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics with EQM.
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